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Abstract— Existing video coders anchor motion fields at frames
that are to be predicted. In this paper, we demonstrate how
changing the anchoring of motion fields to reference frames
has some important advantages over conventional anchoring.
We work with piecewise-smooth motion fields, and use breakpoints to signal discontinuities at moving object boundaries.
We show how discontinuity information can be used to resolve
double mappings arising when motion is warped from reference
to target frames. We present an analytical model that allows
to determine weights for texture, motion, and breakpoints to
guide the rate-allocation for scalable encoding. Compared with
the conventional way of anchoring motion fields, the proposed
scheme requires fewer bits for the coding of motion; furthermore,
the reconstructed video frames contain fewer ghosting artefacts.
The experimental results show the superior performance compared with the traditional anchoring, and demonstrate the high
scalability attributes of the proposed method.
Index Terms— Bidirectional hierarchical anchoring of motion
fields, motion discontinuity modelling, wavelet-based scalable
video coding, geometrically consistent prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

T THE heart of any modern video coder is motioncompensated prediction, where the temporal correlation between frames is exploited to predict certain target
frames from neighboring reference frames; only the prediction
residual and side information (e.g., motion vectors) are
encoded. From an implementational point of view, it seems
a natural choice to anchor the motion field in the frame that is
to be predicted (target frame). That is, each pixel in the target
frame gets assigned a motion vector relating it to a reference
frame. Somewhat counter-intuitively, we propose in this paper
to anchor motion at reference frames; as we shall see, this
fundamental change yields some major advantages over the
conventional motion anchoring at target frames.
Almost every successful video coder employs block
motion compensation (BMC) [1], where the target frame
is partitioned into blocks, and each such macroblock gets
assigned the “prediction” vector which results in the smallest
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prediction residual, or at least a good balance between
prediction residual and coding cost. The reason we call this
a prediction rather than a motion vector is because there
is no attempt to model the underlying motion field. Over
the past few decades, video codecs have evolved from using
one fixed block size (H.261), to using a large variety of
rectangular blocks in HEVC, the latest standardized codec [2].
The large variety of block sizes allows to better account for the
fact that blocks have difficulty in representing motion in the
vicinity of moving object boundaries, and to a certain extent
implicitly model discontinuities in the motion field by having
smaller block sizes in the vicinity of motion boundaries. For
many scenes, the object motion is smooth, in which case the
underlying motion field is piecewise smooth. HEVC allows
for blocks to inherit the motion of their spatial neighbours,
which favours smoothness within moving objects. Higher
order motion models have been shown to be beneficial in
scenes with background motion that is difficult to describe
with blocks (e.g., rotation, zoom) [3]–[5].
Taking this approach further, it is reasonable to consider
motion models which explicitly communicate motion
boundaries, allowing for piecewise smooth motion fields
that are able to follow the true scene geometry. In this
paper, we show that such an approach can provide many
advantages for video compression, especially for scalable
video coders. The objective here is to eliminate artificial block
boundaries, while efficiently describing true discontinuities in
the motion flow. There is a body of research on estimating
piecewise-smooth motion fields with sharp transitions at object
boundaries [6], [7], but this remains a challenging task. As we
will see, we require the discontinuities to be aligned across
multiple motion fields originating from a given frame, which
is a topic of ongoing research. In this paper, we work with
ground truth motion fields, noting that results from the present
paper will drive a motion estimation scheme appropriate for
our framework. Quite apart from this, a significant obstacle to
the use of such “optical flow” motion fields for video coding
is the high communication cost. Recently, dense motion
estimation methods for video coding have been proposed
which optimise for both smoothness and compressibility of
the motion field [8]. Young et al. [9] explicitly handle motion
discontinuities and advocate compression-regularized optical
flow, where piecewise-smooth motion fields are estimated,
and discontinuities are explicitly coded. As shown in [10],
such motion fields are highly scalable.
In video coding, scalability refers to an encoding of
a video in an embedded way such that lower qualities
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(spatial, temporal, and bitrate) are embedded within higher
qualities. Scalable video can be beneficial in a variety of
applications. Examples include scenarios where the parameters of the decoding device are unknown during encoding
(e.g., streaming of video over heterogeneous networks), or
applications where interactive navigation within the video is
beneficial (e.g., surveillance and medical applications). The
latest standardized video codecs (H.264 and HEVC) have scalable extensions, H.264/SVC [11] and SHVC [12], respectively.
The closed-loop nature of these codecs requires the base and
enhancement layer(s) to be decided at the encoder, limiting
their scalability attributes.
A natural alternative for highly scalable video coding
involves the use of wavelets. Various wavelet-based scalable
video coders (WSVC) have been proposed in the literature,
which mainly differ in the order of application of the spatial
and temporal discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Probably the
most natural approach is spatial domain motion compensated
temporal filtering (“t+2D”), where the wavelet transform is
first applied in the temporal domain, followed by a 2D-DWT
of the temporal subbands [13], [14]. Secker and Taubman [15]
propose a lifting-based invertible motion adaptive
transform (LIMAT), which uses a deformable mesh model
for the motion which is able to model expansion and
contraction of moving objects. Alternate structures have been
proposed, including in-band motion compensation (“2D+t”)
schemes [16], as well as adaptive schemes [17] which adapt
between the “t+2D” and “2D+t” models.
Even though there have been significant improvements in
the field of scalable video coding, the rate-distortion performance of scalable video coders remains inferior to singlelayer coding. One reason for this is the fact that scalable
video coders have problems at discontinuities in the motion
field [18]; band-limited sampling of motion fields smooths
out the sharp transitions at moving object boundaries, which
creates non-physical motion – a value interpolated between
the motion of the foreground and the background object is in
general a poor predictor. Wavelet-based schemes that handle
motion discontinuities because of intrinsic properties of the
setup have shown to have improved performance [19], [20].
For generic video data, a more general way of handling
motion discontinuities is required. Mathew et al. [21] propose
a highly scalable representation of discontinuities in both
resolution and precision. Discontinuities are determined in a
rate-distortion optimization framework, and signalled using
breakpoints. These breakpoints are used to avoid wavelet bases
from crossing discontinuity boundaries, and allow to efficiently
code motion fields.
In the proposed method, discontinuity information allows
the inference of auxiliary information (e.g., occluded regions),
which has to be explicitly coded as side information in
standard video codecs. More surprisingly, in combination with
“true” motion fields, it allows to flip around the anchoring
of motion fields, which proves to yield geometrically
consistent predictions with quantized motion; in addition,
significant savings in terms of motion field coding cost can be
achieved. We refer to this scheme as bidirectional hierarchical
anchoring (BIHA) of motion fields. While particularly useful
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Fig. 1. Overview of the different steps involved in one level of proposed
temporal transform. To perform motion compensation of the texture, the coded
motion field (MF) needs to be inverted.

for highly scalable video coding, many of the properties
of the proposed scheme are also beneficial for single-layer
coding. Preliminary versions of the proposed method have
been presented in our earlier work [22], [23]. In this paper,
however, these initial ideas are refined and augmented with
the following additional contributions:
• We propose a novel hierarchical spatio-temporal
breakpoint inducing scheme (HST-BPI), which allows
to temporally induce breakpoints from coarser to finer
temporal scales – a process which enables further quantization of motion discontinuity information (Sect. IV);
• We derive an analytical model which gives insight into
how the importance of texture and motion data changes
across temporal scales of the proposed spatio-temporal
transform (Sect. VII);
• More thorough experimental validation is presented, with
more video sequences at different resolution levels.
We further provide initial R-D comparisons with SHVC.
II. OVERVIEW
The proposed bidirectional hierarchical anchoring of motion
fields represents a fundamental change in the way the temporal
transform is performed. We start with a brief overview over
the proposed temporal transform, and summarize some of
its major benefits; we use Fig. 1 to guide the overview.
The aim is to predict frame f2k+1 from the neighbouring
frames f 2k and f 2k+2 .
The name “hierarchical anchoring” stems from the fact
that motion fields are anchored at the reference frames,
as opposed to the traditional anchoring in the target frames.
As we shall see, this anchoring allows to predict all but the
coarsest temporal level motion field of a group of pictures
from other motion fields, which results in a significant saving
when it comes to coding motion fields.
The key enabling feature of the proposed temporal transform
is that discontinuities in the motion field travel with foreground
objects. We describe a way of representing motion discontinuities and how to transfer them across spatio-temporal levels
in Sect. IV. In order to be useful for predicting target frames,
relevant motion fields need to be inverted. As we will see
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in Sect. V, this inversion process reveals important properties
the motion is undergoing. In particular, information about
disoccluded regions, are readily observed. We show how this
useful information can be used to guide the lifting predict and
update steps of the temporal transform in Sect. VI; note that
these prediction modes are communicated as side information
in conventional schemes.
The utility of the proposed scheme increases with the
number of temporal decompositions. The temporal subbands
of texture and motion are then subjected to a 2D spatial
wavelet transform, and coded using JPEG2000. Sect. VII
presents how to scalably allocate the rate for all the different
spatio-temporal subbands of texture, motion, and breakpoints.
III. B IDIRECTIONAL H IERARCHICAL
A NCHORING OF M OTION F IELDS
Throughout this paper, we assume the use of a 5/3 temporal
wavelet decomposition, based on motion compensated lifting
steps. At any given temporal level in this transform, the
odd indexed frames are predicted using the preceding and
proceeding even indexed frames, while even indexed frames
are updated using the prediction residuals from their even
indexed temporal neighbours. The even indexed frames are
interpreted as a low-pass temporal subband and the procedure
is recursively applied to this subband for a total T levels. This
transform is common in the literature [15].
We write Mi→ j for a motion field that is anchored at
frame i, pointing to frame j; by this we mean that each location x in frame i has an associated motion vector mi, j,x which
points to a (corresponding) location x − mi, j,x in frame j .
That is f i (x) ≈ f j (x − mi, j,x ) for each x. Current state-ofthe-art codecs (e.g., H.264, HEVC, including their scalable
extensions), anchor motion fields at the (odd indexed) target
frames of the temporal transform’s prediction step; we refer
to this as the traditional anchoring scheme. In this work,
we hierarchically anchor motion fields at the (even indexed)
reference frames, which we refer to as bidirectional hierarchical anchoring (BIHA). As we shall see later, this has some
major advantages over the traditional motion field anchoring
scheme. Note that the BIHA scheme requires inversion of
motion fields so that they can be used for temporal prediction
of the target frames. Fig. 2 shows the traditional and the
proposed BIHA motion field schemes for T = 3 temporal
transform levels.
We use the terms scaled and inferred to refer to motion
fields that serve as prediction references for motion field
coding within the temporal hierarchy. In the proposed
approach, the motion vectors of each motion field found at
level t in the hierarchy are scaled by 12 to form prediction
references for a motion field at the next finer level t +1. Scaled
prediction references are also commonly used in the traditional
motion anchoring approach, where the motion vectors of each
backward pointing motion field are scaled by −1 to serve as
a prediction for the forward pointing motion field anchored
at the same frame. The scaled motion fields are shown as
blue dotted lines in Fig. 2. As prediction references, these
scaled motion fields can be expected to be most efficient under
constant (non-accelerated) motion.

Fig. 2. Two ways of anchoring motion fields: (a) Traditional anchoring
at target frames; (b) The proposed bidirectional hierarchical anchoring at
reference frames. Solid black arrows are full motion fields, dotted blue
are scaled motion fields, and dashed orange indicates inferred motion
fields.

Fig. 3. Frame naming conventions. The target frame (in the middle) is
predicted from its temporal left and right neighbour. (a) Trad. anchoring.
(b) Prop. anchoring 1. (c) Prop. anchoring 2.

In the proposed scheme, roughly half of all motion fields
are inferred (dashed orange arrows in Fig. 2b); they are
specific to our proposed hierarchical motion anchoring
scheme, being obtained through composition and inversion
of other motion fields at the same and coarser levels of the
hierarchy (see Sect. III-A). Importantly, the inferred motion
fields can be highly effective in predicting actual motion, even
under accelerating conditions.
To facilitate the discussion, we label the frames and motion
fields involved in the bi-directional prediction process at any
given temporal level t as shown in Fig. 3. Both the traditional
and proposed schemes involve a full motion field that is
either independently coded, or differentially coded at a coarser
temporal level. Note that in the BIHA scheme, there are
two different arrangements of frames (Fig. 3b/c), depending
on the index of the target frame.
A. Motion Field Inference
In the proposed scheme, the fact that the motion fields are
anchored at reference frames allows us to notionally infer
Mc→b from Ma→c and Ma→b as
M̂c→b = Ma→b ◦ (Ma→c )−1 .

(1)

Note that in the presence of different moving objects, none of
the motion fields are truly invertible because of disocclusions
at moving object boundaries. However, we propose a welldefined breakpoint dependent procedure for inferring these
motion fields in Sect. V-B.
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B. Potential for Motion Field Inference in the
Traditional Anchoring Scheme
As a prediction tool, the inferred motion fields we compose
in the proposed scheme are very appealing since they are very
sparse – as we will see in Sect. V, they can be expected to
be non-zero only in disoccluded regions. In this paper, motion
field inferring is developed entirely for the proposed scheme.
It is reasonable to ask whether the traditional scheme could
potentially benefit from a similar approach.
As we shall see, the proposed approach makes it possible
not only to infer motion fields, but also to deduce regions
of disocclusion, where information in the target frame is not
observable in one of the source frames. Without some form of
explicit encoding, it is not clear how such information can be
deduced in the traditional approach. It is important to note that
it is not possible to have both scaled and inferred motion fields
in the traditional scheme. Motion field scaling is a simple and
effective mechanism to generate a prediction reference from
another motion field that is anchored at the same frame. In the
traditional approach, motion fields are anchored at the target
frames, so that with the terminology of Fig. 3a, scaling can
only be used to predict Ma→b from Ma→c or vice-versa.
Motion field inference could be used with the traditional
anchoring scheme. In particular, with the terminology of
Fig. 3a, Ma→b could be inferred from Ma→c and a coarser
level motion field, or Ma→c could be inferred from Ma→b and
a coarser level motion field, both of which are alternatives to
motion scaling, but not complementary. Of course, to do this,
the coarser level motion fields would also need to be encoded.
The proposed approach has the benefit that scaling provides
a robust motion prediction mechanism from coarse to fine
levels, which is complemented by inference of the remaining
finer level motion information, so that motion information
need only be coded directly at the very coarsest level of the
temporal hierarchy. Regardless of employing motion scaling or
inference, the traditional anchoring requires one fully coded
motion field (Fig. 2a) at each temporal level; in contrast, there
is only one fully coded motion field in the BIHA scheme
(Fig. 2b).
C. Differential Coding of Motion Fields
The scaled and inferred motion fields serve as references M̂ j →i for predictive coding of the actual motion
field M j →i
 M j →i = M j →i − M̂ j →i .

(2)

Clearly, the quality of these scaled and inferred prediction
references has a large impact on the motion coding cost.
For scaled motion fields, the scaled motion residual  M j →i
represents the acceleration between the three frames involved;
inferred motion residuals, however, are expected to be
non-zero only in regions that get disoccluded between
frames f a and f c . The more temporal levels there are, the more
efficient the scheme becomes, since the scaled and inferred
residuals can be expected to become smaller at finer temporal
levels. We use the term “highly” scalable to highlight the fact
that the number of scalability levels do not need to be decided
upon at the encoder.

Fig. 4. Illustration of how quantization of motion fields affects the motioncompensated prediction process. In the proposed BIHA scheme, the inferred
motion field Mc→b “follows” whatever error there is in the scaled motion
field Ma→b . In contrast, Ma→b and Ma→c are not linked in traditional
anchoring, which leads to ghosting if the motion is quantized. (a) BIHA.
(b) Traditional anchoring.

Fig. 5. Scalable geometry representation: Two breakpoints on the perimeter
of the same cell can induce discontinuity information onto the root arcs
(purple crosses). If the root arc contains a vertex (red cross), the inducing
is stopped.

D. Geometrical Consistency of Motion Fields
As bits are discarded from a scalable bit-stream, small
prediction residuals in  M j →i will be quantized to zero so that
the motion obtained by the scaling and inference algorithms
comes to dominate the visual properties of the reconstructed
video. The proposed anchoring of motion fields at reference
frames might appear counter-intuitive, because all motion
fields have to be transferred to the target frames before motioncompensated prediction can be performed. One key insight of
the proposed scheme is that because the inferred motion fields
“follow” their scaled temporal sibling, the warped (inverse)
motion fields which are anchored at the target frame and used
for the prediction of the target frame f b lead to geometrically
consistent predictions, as shown in Fig. 4.
By contrast, in the case of the traditional anchoring, nothing
guarantees that the forward and backward pointing motion
fields point to the same geometrical location in the reference
frames once the motion gets quantized.
IV. H IERARCHICAL , S PATIO -T EMPORAL I NDUCTION
OF D ISCONTINUITY I NFORMATION
The proposed spatio-temporal transform uses discontinuities in the motion field to reason about scene geometry
during different stages of the motion field inversion process
(see Sect. V). We use so-called breakpoints [21] as a highly
scalable representation of motion discontinuity information in
both resolution and precision. In this work, we extend the
scalability attributes of breakpoints to the temporal domain,
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Fig. 6. Spatio-temporal induction of breakpoints: at any given spatial resolution η, the proposed temporal induction process consists of three steps:
η
η
(1) Assessment of temporal compatibility of line segments induced by breakpoints between two coarse-level frames f a and f c ; (2) Warping of compatible
line segments to f b ; (3) Spatial induction of all breakpoints to the next finer spatial resolution η − 1. For better visualization, root arcs are not shown in this
figure.

which we refer to as hierarchical spatio-temporal breakpoint
induction (HST-BPI). We start by reviewing how spatial
breakpoint induction works, introducing useful terminology,
and then present the proposed temporal extension.
A. Spatial Induction of Breakpoints
Breakpoints are organized in a hierarchical manner, such
that breakpoints at finer spatial levels can be induced from
coarser levels. The technical details on how breakpoints are
estimated in an R-D optimized way can be found in [21]. Here,
we summarise how geometry information can be induced
from an existing breakpoint field. We use Fig. 5 to aid the
description.
The breakpoint field at spatial level η consists of squares of
size 2η × 2η called cells, which are the fundamental unit used
for inducing discontinuities. A cell consists of four perimeter
arcs (cyan lines in Fig. 5), as well as two root arcs (grey
lines in Fig. 5). The significance of root arcs is that they
do not exist at coarser levels in the pyramid. Each arc can
contain at most one breakpoint. If a cell contains exactly
two perimeter breakpoints, and the root arcs at this level
have no explicitly coded breaks, connecting the two perimeter
breaks allows breakpoints to be induced onto the root arcs.
To avoid confusion, we use the term vertices to identify the
explicitly coded breaks. What this means then is that spatial
induction transfers discontinuity information recursively from
coarser level vertices to finer levels in the hierarchy, except
where such transfer would be in conflict with finer level
vertices.
Since each arc in the hierarchy may have a coded vertex,
the breakpoint representation is described by a vertex field that
is scalable in precision. At lower bitrates, the representation
is necessarily highly sparse, with most breaks being induced.
Even so, however, signalling a sparse set of vertices at low
precision can still occupy a significant portion of the bitrate
budget in some video compression applications. In the following, we extend the existing spatial breakpoint induction to a
spatio-temporal breakpoint induction, which allows breakpoint
fields at finer temporal scales to be completed/improved with
breakpoint information from coarser temporal levels.

B. Interaction Between Spatial and Temporal Breakpoints
A natural outcome of the proposed hierarchical coding
framework is that at the decoder, the precision of texture,
motion, and breakpoint data is higher at coarser temporal
levels t (see Sect. VII); the same is true for spatial resolutions η. One can therefore expect that at lower bit-rates, few if
any vertices will appear at the finer spatio-temporal resolution
levels. Since both spatial and temporal induction processes are
of interest, we must be able to resolve conflicts between the
induced breakpoints that may arise. In this work, we perform
induction in a particular sequence, in which breakpoints are
induced to all spatial levels of the frames at a particular level
in the temporal hierarchy, before moving to the next finer
temporal level.
By definition, breakpoints lie on discontinuities in the
motion field. One key issue in temporally inducing breakpoints
is to find the foreground motion, as this is the motion that
we can expect motion boundaries to follow. The foreground
motion can be identified through some elementary breakpoint
compatibility tests, after which the discontinuity information
can be mapped to the target frame. The main question that
arises here is what to do if there are already breakpoints
present in the target frame. In the following, we explain
the main steps of the proposed hierarchical spatio-temporal
breakpoint induction (HST-BPI) process, which addresses the
aforementioned considerations.
1) Breakpoint Compatibility Check: The first step is to use
the two coarser temporal level reference frames f a and f c to
find temporally consistent line segments. For the following
η
discussion, we write f j to denote a spatial level η for
frame f j . We explain the proposed breakpoint warping procedure with the aid of Fig. 6, where a grey object moves from
left to right on a static background (white). The procedure
to assess the compatibility of breakpoints is motivated by
the observation that motion discontinuities travel with the
η
foreground object. Traversing all cells in fa , we identify line
segments wherever there are two breaks belonging to the same
η
cell. Each such line segment l faη is warped to f c under the
hypotheses Hk (k ∈ {1, 2}) that the motion on side k of the
breakpoint is the foreground motion. The line segment l faη
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is marked compatible under hypothesis Hk if each endpoint
of the warped line segment l Hf ηk lies within one arc length
c
η
of breakpoint in fc . The line segment is considered to be
temporally consistent if it is compatible with exactly one of
the two hypotheses.
2) Warping of Temporally Consistent Line Segments: Once
all consistent line segments at a given spatial level η have
been discovered, they are warped to the target frame f b
using the relevant compatible motion hypothesis. Note that
the motion used to establish compatibility is that between
η
η
η
f a and f c , identified as Ma→c , while that used for warping is
η
the separate motion field Ma→b , both of which are drawn from
the underlying scalable motion representation at the resolution
in question. For each intersection of the warped line segment
with an arc in fb , we check whether the temporally induced
break falls into a spatial break occupied (SBO) cell. A cell
is considered SBO if it contains at least one spatial break;
by this we mean a break that arises directly or by spatial
induction from vertices found only in the same frame fb . If the
cell is empty or only contains temporally induced breaks, the
temporal break is registered at the position of the intersection
of the line segment with the arc, replacing any existing
breakpoint on that arc. Note that spatial breaks can never be
replaced by this scheme, because any arc containing a spatial
break necessarily belongs to an SBO cell. The breakpoints that
are placed on arcs via this line segment warping procedure are
termed temporal breaks.
The last step of the proposed HST-BPI method applies
spatial induction, as explained in Sect. IV-A.
V. M OTION F IELD O PERATIONS
In the proposed motion field anchoring scheme, motion
fields are used to predict texture information during motioncompensated temporal prediction; they are also used to predict
other motion fields at finer levels of the temporal hierarchy.
Whenever we use a motion field to predict texture information,
this requires us to invert the motion field so as to anchor it at
the target frame, as shown in Fig. 1. This inversion process is
explained in Sect. V-A.
As already noted, a key feature of the proposed approach is
that motion fields at coarse levels can be used to recursively
predict the motion found at finer levels. Half the motion
fields at a given level in the temporal hierarchy are predicted
simply by scaling a coarser level motion field anchored at the
same frame. The other half of the motion fields are predicted
using the more complex operation that we have called motion
inference. As revealed by Eq. 1, motion inference involves
composition and inversion. However, we find it more useful
to consider motion inference as a unified operation; this is the
subject of Sect. V-B.
A. Inversion of Motion Fields
We generate M j →i from the available motion field Mi→ j
using the cellular affine warping (CAW) procedure presented
in [23]. In brief, f i is partitioned into small triangles and the
motion Mi→ j associated with each such triangle is warped to

Fig. 7.
The proposed CAW method for inverting motion fields readily
observes disocclusion (green) and folding (magenta) in the target frame f j ;
the obtained Disocclusion and Folding (DF) mask is valuable to guide the
bidirectional prediction process. (a) Mi→ j . (b) M̂ j →i + DF mask.

the target frame f j using an affine flow model. In order to
guarantee that the warped triangles cover the support of f j ,
we extend the triangular mesh and associated motion field in f i
by one pixel in each direction, assigning zero motion to the
extended locations.
What this means is that each location in f j will be assigned
motion that can be used to predict f j from f i ; however, some
locations might be assigned multiple motion candidates due
to folding of the triangular mesh. Disoccluded regions are
assigned a smooth (stretched) motion field during the inversion
process. Each triangle can readily be assigned one of three
categories, as illustrated in Fig. 7: visible in both frames
(cyan); disoccluded in target frame (green); and folded (double
mapping) in target frame (magenta). Fig 7b shows an example
disocclusion and folding mask; we remind the reader that this
mask is obtained during the motion inversion process, and
no side information has to be communicated.
Folded regions are identified immediately wherever the
cellular warping procedure assigns multiple motion vectors to
the same location in f j . We explain how we resolve such
double mappings with the aid of breakpoints in Sect. V-C.
Regions of likely disocclusion can be identified by stretching of triangles from f i as they are mapped to f j , where
the determinant of the affine transform exceeds a small
threshold. We show in Sect. VI how the disocclusion information provides a valuable mechanism to guide the temporal predict and update steps. In particular, in the proposed
bidirectional prediction setting, disoccluded regions are
predicted from the other reference frame. For the case where
a location is occluded in both reference frames, the affine
motion has the effect of stretching the texture information,
which creates a smooth prediction.
B. Inference of Motion Fields
We remind the reader that the inference of motion
field Mb→c involves the composition of two motion fields:
its temporal sibling Ma→b , and its parent motion field Ma→c
(naming from Fig. 3). Triangles are formed in frame f a and
warped to frame f c . We use the CAW procedure explained
above to warp the parent motion field from frame f a to
frame f c ; each location x c is then assigned the difference between the two motion fields, i.e. M̂c→b (x c ) =
−(Ma→c (x a ) − Ma→b (x a )).
By and large, this CAW procedure for motion field inference
provides an excellent prediction for the original Mb→c field.
In particular, the procedure correctly accounts for acceleration.
However, in regions of fc which correspond to background
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Fig. 8.
A disk moves on top of a stationary car. Two points in the
reference frame (x i,1 and x i,2 ) map to the same point x j in the target frame.
Breakpoints are used to identify the foreground moving object. (a) Reference
frame f i . (b) Target frame f j .

information that was occluded in f a , the CAW procedure
produces a poor prediction. In frame f c , these disoccluded
regions correspond to stretched triangles, where the CAW procedure infers a smooth transition between the background and
foreground motions. For these regions, we propose to use a
more realistic prediction based on piece-wise constant motion
extrapolation. We present the essence of this method, and refer
the interested reader to [23] for a more detailed explanation.
Whenever a triangle is stretched due to disocclusion
(green regions in Fig. 7b), we expect that the stretched
triangle intersects with a motion discontinuity in the target
frame, which partitions the triangle into another triangle and a
quadrilateral. While the term “background” might not have
absolute semantic associations, its significance is that the
background region should always correspond to the part of
the triangle which has been stretched, while the other portion
should be very small. Using the fact that motion discontinuities
travel with the foreground object, we identify which part of
the disoccluded triangle belongs to the background, and then
extrapolate the identified background motion up to the motion
discontinuity. Clearly, this procedure could be improved by
analysing the neighbourhood motion and creating a higher
order motion extrapolation.
C. Resolving Double Mappings in Folded Regions
As the CAW procedure visits triangles in f i and maps
motion vectors from Mi→ j into frame f j , a location x j
might already have an assigned motion, which is a result of
folding in the motion field. That is, there are two locations
x i,1 and x i,2 such that x i,1 +Mi→ j (x i,1 ) and x i,2 +Mi→ j (x i,2 )
are both equal to x j . We disambiguate such double mappings
by observing that the motion discontinuity “moves” with the
foreground object. Fig. 8 illustrates the proposed procedure,
where a disk moves on top of a stationary car.
Consider the line segment that connects x i,1 with x i,2 in f i .
For the majority of cases, this line intersects with (at least)
one motion discontinuity, which we denote as B.1 Let yi,s =
(1−s)x i,1 +s x i,2 be a parametrisation of the points on this line
segment, where s ∈ [0, 1], and let us consider the behaviour
1 If there are multiple motion discontinuities between x
i,1 and x i,2 , we
record the closest intersection with a discontinuity boundary for both x i,1
and x i,2 .
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of y j,s = yi,s + Mi→ j ( yi,s ) as s transitions from 0 to 1.
When yi,s arrives at the break location yi,B , the mapped location y j,s will exhibit a discontinuous jump (black dotted arrow
in Fig. 8b). Let yi,B− and yi,B+ denote the locations immediately before and after the break, having mapped locations
y j,B− and y j,B+ . We expect one of these two mapped locations to align (at least very closely) with a break location in the
target frame f j . Again, this is because motion discontinuities
travel with the foreground object. Accordingly, we conclude
that M j →i (x j ) = x i,1 − x j if y j,B− lies closer to a motion
discontinuity in the target frame than y j,B+ , else M j →i (x j ) =
x i,2 − x j .
In this paper, we consider breakpoints that lie within one
arc length of y j,B− and y j,B+ . Where both or neither of
y j,B− and y j,B+ appear to coincide with breaks in the target
frame, we currently record them as unresolved; such locations
are assigned an average value from all adjacent neighbours
with valid assignments.
VI. M OTION -C OMPENSATED T EMPORAL F ILTERING
Both original and inverted motion fields are used together
with discovered information about disoccluded regions,
to drive a motion compensated temporal lifting transform
of the video texture information. The temporal transform
employed in this work is composed of two parts: 1) bidirectional prediction of the target frame from its temporal
neighbours; and 2) a temporal update step, which feeds some
of the motion compensated residual from the prediction step
back to the reference frames. This update step helps reduce
temporal aliasing in case finer temporal levels are discarded
from the bit-stream and also has fundamental benefits in
reducing the impact of quantization noise in the temporal
subbands on reconstructed video quality [24].
In the proposed framework, the prediction step uses inverted
motion fields ( M̂b→a and M̂b→c from Fig. 2), while the update
step uses the original motion fields. This differs markedly
from traditional approaches, where bi-directional prediction is
performed using original (encoded) motion fields. However,
the proposed approach has the advantage that disocclusion
information, discovered during the inversion process, can
inform the prediction process. For the following discussion,
we define a disocclusion mask S j →i as follows:

0 x disoccluded in (Mi→ j )−1
S j →i (x) =
(3)
1 otherwise.
In a bidirectional prediction setup, we compute two such
disocclusion masks: one during the inversion of Ma→b , and
the other one while inverting Mc→b . These masks are denoted
Sb→a and Sb→c , respectively.
A. Prediction Step
Let W M̂i→ j ( f j ) denote the warping process of frame f j


to frame f i . That is, f j →i (x) = W M̂i→ j ( f j ) (x) at each
location x. At each x in frame f b , the prediction fˆb (x) is
formed using M̂b→a and M̂b→c , together with the estimated
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disocclusion masks Sb→a and Sb→c , as:
⎧
⎨ Sb→a (x) f a→b (x) + Sb→c (x) f c→b (x) κ(x) > 0
κ(x)
fˆb (x) =
⎩ 
0.5 fa→b (x) + f c→b (x)
κ(x) = 0,
(4)
where κ(x) = Sb→a (x) + Sb→c (x). The prediction residual  f b then becomes  f b = f b − fˆb , which is also the
high-pass temporal subband.
B. Update Step
Motion fields are invertible everywhere except at disoccluded regions. We use the disocclusion masks Sb→ j , where
j ∈ {a, c} are the previous and future reference frames,
to disable the update step in disoccluded regions. The updated
frame becomes
updated
(x)
fj

= f j (x) + β Sb→ j (x) f bb→ j (x),

where the update weight β is defined as:

0.25 κ(x) = 2
β=
0.5 κ(x) < 2.

(5)

p

(6)

In other words, a quarter of the prediction residual is fed
back to the two reference frames in regions that are visible
from both references. If a location is only visible from one
side, the temporal transform is effectively reduced from the
bi-orthogonal 5/3 transform to a 2-tap Haar transform. If a
region is disoccluded in both frames, Eq. 5 eliminates the
update step; in such regions the prediction step in Eq. 4
averages two spatially smooth predictors.
VII. S CALABLE R ATE A LLOCATION
In order to quantitatively evaluate the proposed anchoring
and compare it to the traditional anchoring of motion fields,
we have to code the texture, motion, and breakpoint data.
For this evaluation to be meaningful, we need to balance the
error contributions of the different data types, which requires
an understanding on how errors propagate. In the following,
we present an analytical model that allows us to understand
how quantization errors in the motion field subbands impact
distortion in the final reconstructed video sequence. We then
consider the impact of errors in the texture and breakpoint
information in Sect. VII-B.
A. Motion Error
We first investigate for the different types of motion fields
how a quantization error of δ propagates across frames.
Let f (t ) denote the frames produced after T − t levels of
temporal synthesis. For any level t ∈ [0, T − 1] of the
)
temporal transform, motion fields m(t
i, j,x are used to synthesize frames f (t ) from frames f (t +1) together with high-pass
temporal subband frames d (t +1).
For any level t, the reconstructed frames at the finest
temporal level can always be expressed as
f (0) = SL(t +1) ( f (t +1)) +

t +1
p=1

( p)

S H (d ( p) ),

Fig. 9. Illustration how errors in motion fields spread. The red solid line
shows how the texture data from the right reference frame is affected by
introducing an error δ into a motion field; the red dashed line shows the
same for the left reference frame. (d) shows the prediction weight of the
two reference frames.

(7)

p

where SL (·) and S H (·) denote low- and high-pass temporal
synthesis operators associated with the information injected at
level p in the transform.
For convenience of analysis, consider for the moment that
)
there is a constant displacement error δ in m(t
i, j,x . Our goal is
to understand the impact of this error on the total squared error
distortion in the reconstructed video. This reconstructed video
distortion arises from geometric distortions (i.e., spatial shifts)
in each of the synthesized texture contributions found in Eq. 7.
( p)
( p)
In particular, the synthesis operators SL and S H , p ≤ t + 1
)
each depend on m(t
i, j,x and hence on the error δ, so that the
total error experienced from all frames at the finest temporal
level becomes
f

(0)

=

D (tL +1) ( f (t +1), δ) +

t +1

( p)

D H (d ( p) , δ).

(8)

p=1

While it is possible to analyze each of these contributions
separately, it turns out that the major contribution to  f (0)
arises from the first term D (tL +1) ( f (t +1), δ), corresponding
to distortion arising for the low-pass synthesis operation.
In the following analysis, we therefore assume that all detail
bands d ( p) are zero. In order to simplify the ensuing analysis,
we consider only the case where the original motion is 0,
so that the error δ becomes the distorted motion field. The
resulting analysis remains valid for any translational original
motion field, and is an excellent approximation for more
general original motion fields.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of an error δ in any level t
scaled, inferred or full motion fields found between frames
(t +1)
(t +1)
and f k+1 . The second row in the figure shows how
fk
the texture contributions from these left (dashed line) and right
(solid line) reference frames become shifted by the time they
reach the finest temporal level f (0) . Fig. 9d shows the relative
(t +1)

(t +1)

contribution from each of f k
and fk+1 to each frame of
the final synthesized video sequence.
In the following, we provide an asymptotic analysis of the
impact of δ in the limit as t becomes very large so that
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the synthesized video can be treated as continuous in time.
As revealed by Fig. 9, the motion errors in question result
in shifted contributions that can produce reconstructed video
errors only at frame times (k + τ )2t +1 , where τ ∈ [0, 1].
We can express these error frames in terms of their contri(0)
butions from the left and right reference frames as  f τ =
(0)
(0)
 f left,τ +  f right,τ .
1) Scaled Motion Fields: The scaled motion field, shown as
(t )
a solid blue arrow in Fig. 9a, has motion vectors m2k,2k+1,x .
Introducing an error of δ to these motion vectors yields an
error contribution  f left,τ that can be expressed in the Fourier
domain as

t
(9)
 fˆleft,τ (ω) = fˆ(ω) 1 − e− j ω δ2τ (1 − τ ),
over the interval τ ∈ [0, 0.5]. Here, fˆ(ω) is the Fourier
(t +1)
(t +1)
, which is identical to fk+1 under our
transform of f k
zero original motion assumption. As shown in Fig. 9a, the
(t +1)
due to the
same shifts arise in the contribution from fk+1
motion inference process. Accordingly,

t
 fˆright,τ (ω) = fˆ(ω) 1 − e− j ω δ2τ τ.
(10)
(0)

Thus, for τ ∈ [0, 0.5], the total error at frame f τ can be
expressed as

t
 fˆτ (ω) = fˆ(ω) 1 − e− j ω δ2τ ≈ fˆ(ω)2τ j ωt δ,
(11)
where we have used a first order Taylor series approximation
for the complex exponential.
Evidently, the errors  fˆτ (ω) that arise when τ ∈ [0.5, 1]
are just a mirror image of those that arise τ ∈ [0, 0.5]. Using
Parseval’s Theorem, the total energy of the prediction error
∞ |2 can then be expressed as
|escal
π

0.5
∞ 2
| = 2t +1 · 2
|escal
0

1
(2π)2

π

| fˆτ (ω)|2 dτ dω

(12)

−π −π

2t +1

where the factor of
arises from the observation that our
interval τ ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to 2t +1 reconstructed video
frames. This error energy (distortion) can be approximated by
0.5
∞ 2
|
|escal

≈2

t +4

τ 2 dτ |δ|2
0

×

1
(2π)2

π

π

| fˆ(ω)|2 |ω|2 cos2 ()dω
−π −π





= 12 E[|∇ f |2 ]A (assuming isotropic power spect.)

2t
E[|∇ f |2 ] A|δ|2 ,
(13)
3
where E[|∇ f |2 ] is the average gradient power, and A is
scal denote the total amount of
the area of the frame. Let Dm
(t)
distortion in scaled motion fields at temporal level t. The
resulting total amount of distortion in the reconstructed video
can then be expressed as
=

scal
scal
Dm
(t) → f = D m (t)
0

2t
(t )
scal
2
E[|∇ f |2 ] = Dm
(t) · αscal · E[|∇ f | ].
3
(14)

While the model we present assumes a constant error δ,
we note that it provides a good approximation also for
gradually changing errors. In this paper, we do not specifically consider high frequency motion errors, but note that
the sparse motion representation required for good coding
efficiency inevitably leads to motion fields (and hence motion
quantization errors) that are smooth except in the vicinity of
breakpoints.
2) Inferred Motion Fields: The inferred motion field, shown
as a solid orange arrow in Fig. 9b, has motion vectors
(t )
m2k+2,2k+1,x . Errors in these motion vectors do not affect
(t )
the scaled sibling motion field m2k,2k+1,x . This can be seen
in Fig. 9b, where the dotted red line, indicating the shift in
the texture of the left reference frame, is zero over the first
half interval τ ∈ [0, 0.5]. Over this half interval, fˆτ can be
expressed in the Fourier domain as

t
 fˆτ (ω) = fˆ(ω) 1 − (1 − τ ) − τ e− j ω δ ≈ fˆ(ω)τ j ωt δ.
(15)
For τ ∈ [0.5, 1], the expression is

t
t
 fˆτ (ω) = fˆ(ω) 1 − (1 − τ )e j ω δ(2τ −1) − τ e j ω δ(2τ −2)
≈ fˆ(ω)(τ − 1) j ωt δ.
(16)
Again, using Parseval’s Theorem, the sum of squared errors
can be written as
∞ 2
|
|einf


1
≈ E[|∇ f |2 ] A2t +1|δ|2
2

0.5

τ dτ +
0

2t
E[|∇ f |2 ] A|δ|2 .
=
12

1

(τ − 1)2 dτ

2



0.5

(17)

inf denote the total amount of distortion in inferred
Let Dm
(t)
motion fields at temporal level t. The resulting total amount of
distortion in the reconstructed video can then be expressed as
inf
inf
Dm
(t) → f = D m (t)
0

2t
(t )
inf
2
E[|∇ f |2 ] = Dm
(t) · αinf · E[|∇ f | ].
12
(18)

3) Full Motion Fields: At the coarsest level of the temporal
hierarchy, where t = T −1, the proposed method involves one
(T )
full motion field mk,k+1,x , anchored at frame f kT and pointing
T , as shown in Fig. 9c. Full motion fields are never
to frame f k+1
used to directly predict their target frame, but all lower level
motion fields depend upon them. An error of δ in a full motion
field leads to error contributions

t
 fˆleft,τ (ω) = (1 − τ ) fˆ(ω) 1 − e− j ω δτ

t
(19)
 fˆright,τ (ω) = τ fˆ(ω) 1 − e− j ω δ(τ −1)
Each term alone is a stretched version of the corresponding
term that we studied in connection with scaled motion fields.
Indeed, if we consider only the left or right error contribution
in isolation, the total squared error associated with such a
contribution turns out to be the same for both full motion
field errors and scaled motion field errors at level t = T − 1.
However, the left and right error contributions from an error
in the full motion field approximately cancel each other out.
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TABLE I
S QUARED E RRORS FOR D IFFERENT T EMPORAL T EXTURE AND M OTION
S UBBANDS FOR A T OTAL OF T = 3 T EMPORAL D ECOMPOSITIONS

distortion in the reconstructed video sequence can be modeled
using a separate set of weighting factors
(t,b)

(t )

(b)

wtext = αtext G tdwt

(22)

(b)

This is because geometric shifts in the left contribution are
matched by opposing shifts in the right contribution, as seen
in the second row of Fig. 9c. It follows that full motion
field errors produce significantly smaller levels of reconstructed video distortion than errors in the scaled motion fields.
However, the divergent shifts induced in the left and right
reference frame contributions to f 0 yield substantial levels
of “ghosting.” By contrast, distortions introduced by errors
in scaled motion fields are free from such visually disturbing
ghosting artefacts. It would be beneficial to adopt a distortion
metric which could specifically account for the objectionable
nature of ghosting artefacts; however, the development of such
a metric would require subjective evaluations that lie beyond
the scope of this paper. As a compromise, therefore, we choose
to assign the same weighting factor to both scaled and full
(T )

(T −1)

motion fields, i.e. αfull = αscal

, leaving us with the model
(T )

full
full
2
Dm
(T ) → f = D m (T ) · αfull · E[|∇ f | ].
0

(20)

4) Distortion Scaling Factors for the Discrete Case:
The asymptotic analysis above unveils the coupling between
motion errors and reconstructed video errors for the proposed
motion representation. For small t, where very few video
frames lie in the interval [k2t +1, (k + 1)2t +1], this continuous
analysis is only approximately valid. Actual coupling factors
are shown in Table I for T = 3 levels of temporal decomposition. Squared quantization errors in individual subbands b of
the breakpoint-adaptive spatial wavelet transform that is used
to compress motion fields of type “mtyp” are scaled by the
overall weighting factor
(t,b)
(t )
= αmtyp
· E[|∇ f |2 ] · G (b)
wmtyp
mdwt

(21)

in order to discover their impact on reconstructed video
(b)
distortion; here G mdwt is the squared Euclidean norm of the
spatial DWT synthesis basis functions associated with motion
subband b.
B. Rate Allocation With Breakpoint and Texture Errors
Breakpoints and motion are tightly linked, and hence the
analysis for errors introduced by quantizing breakpoints is
similar to the one presented above. More details can be found
in [21]. As we will see in Sect. VIII-B, this approximation
leads to a very good performance.
The temporal texture subbands produced by our motion
adaptive temporal transform are also subjected to a spatial
DWT, whose subband samples are subject to quantization
errors. The impact of squared subband quantization errors on

where G tdwt is the squared Euclidean norm of the spatial
DWT synthesis basis functions associated with texture
(t )
is the squared Euclidean norm of the
subband b and αtext
temporal synthesis basis functions associated with temporal
subbands at level t.
Together, these weights are used to drive a ratedistortion optimized rate allocation algorithm. In practice,
the rate allocation is performed using the post-compression
rate-distortion (PCRD) strategy of JPEG 2000’s EBCOT algorithm [25]. That is, each of the individual subbands and breakpoint vertex bands are subjected to embedded block-based
coding, collecting distortion-length slopes for each coding
pass, after which the block coding passes are arranged into
a global set of quality layers based on the distortion-length
slopes, weighted using the factors found above. The resulting
scalable video bit-stream can be reconstructed at any of the
rate-distortion optimal operating points obtained by discarding
quality layers from the overall representation.
VIII. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate various aspects of the proposed
method. In Sect. VIII-A, we show results of the motion
field inversion process on common natural test sequences to
demonstrate the robustness of the proposed motion inference
and temporal prediction framework. These results are particularly encouraging, since they demonstrate the potential of the
proposed approach to achieve high quality predictions, using
estimated motion anchored at the reference frames. The motion
estimates used for this preliminary analysis have the desirable
piecewise smooth characteristics that our approach expects.
In Sect. VIII-B, we present results of the novel hierarchical
spatio-temporal breakpoint induction method. Sect. VIII-C
provides a more comprehensive study of the rate-distortion
benefits offered by our proposed approach, including the
rate allocation scheme of Sect. VII. This study uses a large
collection of synthetic sequences,2 for which ground truth
motion is available.
We have chosen to use ground truth motion for the comprehensive comparison for two reasons. First, it is instructive
to decouple motion estimation from the motion compensation
process, especially since the goal is to compare quite different
transform structures, involving motion between different frame
pairs. Also, we are not yet in a position to provide reliable
experimental results with a complete set of hierarchically
structured motion fields that are estimated.3 Ideally, motion
fields employed in this work should exhibit hierarchical consistency, including the property that motion fields anchored
at the same frame should share the same set of breakpoints.
This property is inherently satisfied by any valid ground truth
motion field and could be introduced into motion estimation
2 Available on: http://ivmp.unsw.edu.au/~dominicr/biha_scheme.html
3 The estimated motion used successfully in Sect. VIII-A involves only one

level of temporal transform.
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Fig. 10. Qualitative results of the proposed motion field inversion process on two natural sequences (Park and Kimono). The parent motion field Ma→c is
estimated using [6]; Columns 1 and 2 show (color-coded) M̂b→a and M̂b→c , obtained by inverting the scaled forward ( M̂a→b ) and inferred backward
( M̂c→b ) pointing motion fields; (c) and (g) show the union of the disocclusion masks computed during the motion field inversion process (black means
the texture is visible from both reference frames, yellow and cyan show regions that are occluded in the left and right reference frame, respectively).
(d) and (h) show heatmaps (clipped to [−0.2, 0.2] for visualization) of the texture residual after bidirectional prediction, where green means no error, and
blue and red indicate negative and positive prediction errors.

schemes in the future. This is an interesting and parallel stream
of research that is beyond the scope of the present paper.
To provide some evidence of the applicability of the scheme on
real sequences, we apply the method on two natural sequences
for which motion estimated using a readily available optical
flow estimator [6] almost satisfies the hierarchical consistency.
A. Motion Field Inversion and Texture Prediction
We show results of the proposed motion inversion and bidirectional texture prediction framework, which is a key element
of the proposed method. Fig. 10 shows inverted motion fields
for two common test sequences (e.g., Park and Kimono).
The motion Ma→c between the two reference frames is
estimated using the motion-detail preserving optical flow estimator from [6], using the default parameters. We highlight
that in this experiment, no residuals are coded at the finer
temporal level; in other words, the scaled and the inferred
motion field residuals, as well as all spatial breakpoints and
texture information of the target frame are quantized to zero.
This operating mode can be seen as temporal upsampling, as
presented in [26]. The quality of the inverted motion fields
is evidenced by the generally low prediction residuals; this
demonstrates the success of motion inversion and occlusion
handling.
B. Hierarchical Spatio-Temporal Breakpoint Induction
This section evaluates the hierarchical spatio-temporal
breakpoint induction (HST-BPI). As mentioned in Sect. IV,
the aim of HST-BPI is to improve existing (spatial) breakpoint
fields. At very high bit-rates, high quality spatial breakpoint
fields are anchored at the target frames, and temporal induction should ideally not change anything. At medium to low
bit-rates, only few or no spatial breakpoints might be decoded
at fine temporal levels; in this case, the scheme completely
relies on temporally induced breakpoints.

Fig. 11. Reconstructed PSNR of frame f 1 obtained by decoding different
levels of spatial breakpoints at f 1 : The red curve is obtained by decoding all
spatial breaks; the green curve shows the results if no spatial breakpoints are
decoded at f 1 , and hence relying on temporal breakpoint induction; the blue
thicker curve shows the R-D performance if breakpoints are scalably decoded
with respect to the quality of the motion field. (a) Baseball. (b) Space.

In order to evaluate the proposed HST-BPI, we perform one
level of temporal decomposition followed by 5 levels of spatial
breakpoint-adaptive DWT of the texture and motion data;
the wavelet coefficients are then coded using EBCOT [25].
Breakpoints are estimated based on the motion fields, and
coded as explained in [21]. The scalable bit-stream is decoded
at various quality levels. Fig. 11 shows the reconstructed
Y-PSNR of the target frame f 1 , and the horizontal axis shows
the cost of coding the breakpoints and the texture residual at
frame f 1 . The precision of the breakpoints at the reference
frames f 0 and f 2 is kept high; for the target frame, we either
code all spatial vertices (red curve), code no spatial vertices
(green curve), or quantize the breakpoints in accordance to
the quality associated with the motion field as explained
in Sect. VII-B (blue curve).
As expected, the graphs show that at lower bit-rates, where
the cost of coding breakpoints becomes significant, the temporal breakpoint induction leads to a significant improvement
in R-D performance. There are many complex dependencies between texture, motion, and texture, which are not all
accounted for by the analytical model presented in Sect VII.
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TABLE II
BD-PSNR AND BD-R ATE G AINS OF THE P ROPOSED BIHA S CHEME
C OMPARED TO THE T RADITIONAL (T RAD ) A NCHORING .
BACKGROUND (BG) AND F OREGROUND (FG) M OTION
A CTIVITY I S S UMMARIZED AS S TILL , T RANSLATION ,
A CCELERATION , ROTATION , AND Z OOM

Nonetheless, the resulting scalable rate-allocation leads to a
very good R-D performance at all bit-rates; this is evidenced
by the blue curve, which closely follows the green curve at
low, and the red curve at high bit-rates.
C. Rate-Distortion Results
1) Experimental Setup: For both the proposed BIHA and
the TRAD anchoring scheme, the sample sequences are compressed using T = 3 levels of temporal decomposition,
resulting in 8 frames per “group of pictures” (GOP). The
temporal subband frame textures, as well as the differentially
coded motion fields, are then subjected to D = 5 levels
of spatial, breakpoint-adaptive (BPA) DWT. The quantized
wavelet coefficients are coded using EBCOT [25]. Breakpoints
are coded using the method described in [21], and quantized
based on the quality of the motion fields they are coding;
intuitively, the more quantized the motion fields, the less
breakpoints there are. We remind the reader that all elements
of the coded representation are highly scalable. The results are
obtained by weighting motion and texture subbands according
to (21) and (22), respectively; appropriate weights were also
computed for the traditional anchoring scheme.
For SHVC (SHM version 7.0 (HM-15.0)), we used the
main profile of the random access encoder (hierarchical
B-frames), and created a base layer at QP 38 at half the native
resolution of the input sequence, and 5 enhancement layers at
full resolution at QPs {23, 26, 30, 34, 38}.
2) BD-PSNR and BD-Rate: We evaluate the rate-distortion
performance of the proposed BIHA scheme, and compare
it with the traditional way (TRAD) of anchoring motion
fields at target frames. This comparison provides a good way
of analyzing the benefits of the proposed scheme. Table II
compares the R-D performance in terms of BD-PSNR and
BD-Rate between the proposed BIHA and the TRAD scheme.
One can see that the BIHA scheme outperforms the TRAD
scheme in 8 of the 9 sequences, with an average BD-Rate
of −14.8%. The bitrate saving on just the motion fields
is −13.2%, which shows the effectiveness of the proposed
method in terms of predicting motion. We note that the better
R-D performance of the BIHA scheme is not solely due to
the lower cost of coding the motion, but also because our

Fig. 12. Average per-frame bit-rate against PSNR for various scenes, obtained
using T = 3 temporal decomposition levels (GOP size=8). The filled regions
on the left show the average bit-rate spent on coding motion field data for
the BIHA and TRAD schemes. (c) shows one frame of the balls sequence;
(d) and (e) are crops of (c), reconstructed at medium bitrate (red circles
in a), for the BIHA and TRAD scheme, respectively. Note how the proposed
BIHA scheme has much less ghosting artefacts than the traditional anchoring.
(f) and (g) compare the performance of the BIHA scheme with SHVC on
two common test sequences, where the motion obtained using the optical
flow estimator from [6] almost satisfies the hierarchical consistency required
by the proposed method.

scheme is able to produce geometrically consistent predictions,
even using quantized motion (see Fig. 12d/e for an example);
on average, the BD-rate on just the texture data is −17.5%.
One can see that the BIHA scheme performs worse in the
“Flowers” sequence. This sequence, containing significant
rotation of the background, is particularly affected by a
shortcoming of the proposed background motion extrapolation
technique in disoccluded regions. The problem is that we
currently extrapolate background motion for each triangle individually, which creates artificial boundaries in the disoccluded
region, which are expensive to code. In future work, we plan
to address this issue by performing the background extrapolation on connected disoccluded regions rather than individual
triangles, which will avoid such artificial boundaries.
Nonetheless, even without such improvement, the proposed
scheme clearly outperforms the TRAD method on balance.
3) R-D Comparisons With SHVC: To show the potential
and real-world application of the proposed scheme,
we provide preliminary comparisons of our method with
SHVC. In SHVC, the base and enhancement layers have
to be defined at the encoding stage; this allows only for
discrete levels of scalability. In contrast, the scalable bitstream
created in the BIHA and TRAD schemes can be truncated
at any bitrate, allowing for a highly scalable framework.
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For this reason, BD-Rate/PSNR comparisons between these
very different schemes are not very meaningful. Instead,
we provide RD-curves for two synthetic, as well as two
natural test sequences4 in Fig. 12; the limited salability of
SHCV is indicated by the staircase curve in the figure.
The distortion is expressed in terms of average Y-PSNR for
the whole GOP, and the rate on the horizontal axis corresponds
to the average number of kbits per frame decoded from the
scalable bit-stream. For the BIHA and TRAD schemes, the
shaded areas on the left show the average number of bits spent
on just the motion fields, and the black curve shows the cost
of coding breakpoints (almost identical in the two schemes).
One can observe that the R-D performance of the BIHA
scheme is approaching the one of SHVC at higher bitrates,
and even outperforms SHVC on the two natural sequences;
at lower bitrates, SHVC performs better. We emphasize that
we are comparing a mature codec with a scheme that has
much potential for optimization; better coding of the wavelet
coefficients of the motion fields and texture data,5 would shift
the curve of the BIHA (and TRAD) scheme further to the left.
Even so, our highly scalable algorithm is competitive with
SHVC at higher bitrates.
D. A Few Notes on Complexity
In addition to traditional motion-compensated frame
interpolation (MCFI) as found in most video coders, the
proposed method involves the following two main steps:
1) transferring breakpoints from reference to target frames,
and 2) transferring motion fields from one frame to another.
The proposed method is based on the fact that the
underlying motion of a scene can be represented as being
piece-wise smooth, with sharp transitions at motion field
boundaries. For such motion fields, breakpoints can be
expected to be sparse; since the complexity of the breakpoint
warping procedure is linear in the number of breakpoints, the
computational overhead of transferring breakpoints should not
be high.
The core of both motion inversion and motion inference
is the cellular affine warping (CAW) procedure, which maps
motion from one frame to another. For both the horizontal
and vertical motion component, the complexity of this motion
mapping is similar to the one of MCFI. In the current
implementation, the cell size is 1 × 1 pixels; hence, there are
roughly twice as many triangular cells as there are pixels in
the video. However, most of the triangles belong to smooth
regions with consistent affine models. Similar to the quad-tree
structure employed in modern hybrid video coders, a more efficient implementation would use a hierarchical cell structure.
Whenever a cell contains a nonzero motion wavelet coefficient
or a breakpoint, it is split up into 4 smaller cells, until the
(sub)cell is smooth and free of breakpoints. If we let the
maximum cell size be 32 × 32, then in the worst case, one
nonzero wavelet coefficient or breakpoint creates 5 × 4 cells.
4 Station contains zooming as well as moving objects; Stockholm is dominated by a rotating camera motion, and contains various moving cars.
5 Each motion field (residual) of each frame at each scale is currently treated
as an independent image.
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Normally, such nonzero wavelet coefficients are grouped
together around moving object boundaries, and multiple coefficients cause the same cell to be further partitioned. In the case
of a truly isolated motion coefficient, the associated coding
cost can be expected to be high. Assuming 10 bits to code
this motion coefficient, the maximum number of partitioned
cells per coded motion bit would be 5×4
10 = 2. The number of
cells Nc to be expected is thus linked to the motion bitrate rm ;
rm × 2. Even this conservative
in practice, we expect Nc
bound suggests typical cell sizes to involve many pixels at
reasonable motion bitrates.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We present a novel paradigm for anchoring motion fields
employed in video compression. The proposed bidirectional
hierarchical anchoring of motion fields (BIHA) in reference
frames has some major advantages compared to the traditional
way of anchoring motion fields in target frames. Every motion
field involved in motion-compensated temporal prediction is
warped from reference to target frames – a process during
which we observe important properties of the motion field,
and obtain a disocclusion mask; this valuable information
traditionally has to be communicated as side-information.
Furthermore, the motion fields we compute for temporal
prediction warp texture in a geometrically consistent manner,
even if the motion is quantized due to scalable decoding.
The analytical model developed in this paper provides
insight into the relative importance and hence the weights to
be assigned to the different spatio-temporal texture and motion
field subbands. To further improve the scalability attributes of
the BIHA scheme, we propose a hierarchical spatio-temporal
breakpoint induction (HST-BPI) scheme to allow the transfer
of breakpoints from coarse to fine spatio-temporal levels.
Future work includes the development of a joint motion and
breakpoint estimation scheme that is optimized for the proposed scheme. We also plan to develop blur models to create
more credible transitions around moving object boundaries.
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